Abstract-In order to study the performance of RA, and the impacts of iterations and code length to the compiled code characteristics, we respectively made simulation analysis on RA, LDPC and TURBO with different parameters. We did it by designing code length, rate and iterations to analyze signals to noise ratio changes. With three patterns comparing the simulation analysis, it turned out that volume reaches the limit of Shannon when RA is in the condition of maximum likelihood decoding. The bit error ratio reduces as the message length goes up, and the performance comes near channel capacity. As the iterations increase, and bit error ratio reduces, and the performance will be better. Research shows that RA has more advantages and wide application propects whether in complexity or in performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
In the year of 1998, Divsalar, Jin and MeEliece came up with the regular RA code. The structure RA encoder is very simple, which is serially concatenated with repetition code, Interweave device and accumulator carriage. RA can be regarded as a special serial Turbo, therefore it's called Turbo Similar code. When message length is k→∞, word error probability of RA verges to zero. Regular RA has the potential to reach Shannon, especially when the code approaches to zero, the average Signal to Noise Ratio MLD decoder needs is 592 . 1 − dB when the error rate is in any a small value.This is just the Shannon limit. RA's major advantages are that it can realize linear time coding and linear time decoding, and has the lower complexity of Iteration decoding algorithm. Although the decoding algorithm is suboptimal, it has the superior performance of Turdo and LDPC. It makes RA a hotspot in research.
Turbo encoding, also called parallel concatenated convolution code, hangs the convolution code and the random interleaver together to realize the idea of random coding as well as the method of forming long code by short code through interleaver. It adopts soft output iterative decoding to approach maximum likelihood decoding (MLD). LDPC code, also called low-density parity-check code, is linear block code defined in terms of a sparse parity check matrix. As early as 1962, R.G. Gallager had put forward the regular LDPC code and applied the idea of iterative decoding that is prevalent now for decryption, which was paid little properly attention by people because of its conditionality. Until 1993, the proposition of Turbo encoding brought the encoding field innovational ideas. People found that LDPC code was the same as Turbo encoding that can approach the Shannon bound and had more simple decryption methods, shorter distance than Turbo codes, which were easier for hardware implementation.
The emergence of the Turbo code and the LDPC code has exerted far-reaching influence on the fields of communication and encoding, and has created a new era for the field of error-correcting codes, which has turned the encoding methods from the former comparison between each other to the present comparison with the Shannon bound.
II. IN ENCODING AND DECODING ALGORITHM OF RA CODE

A. RA encoder
The structure of encoder RA includes repeater, interleaver and accumulator; it is illustrated in Fig. 1 . The N bits of random codes of sequences created by the system repeat q times to generate qN bits of information, they are loaded into the interleaver. After interweaved, the encoding procedure will be finished through accumulator. And the acculator can be treated as convolutional encoder, its transfer function is ( )
, and the output of accumulator is ] , , RA can make uniform encoding, and its encoder structure has been expressed in the above block diagram. While working in MATLAB, the results created randomly in the beginning are N binary values of " zero" and"one". After the repeater, they will be loaded into interleaver, and taken to convolutional encoder by the random discrete sequences, output sequences are the encoded ones. In the above process, we use an ideal random interleaver to discrete series. Encoder process is illustrated in Fig. 2 :
The q created values of "zero" and "one" are regarded as sequences x , the result in MATLAB is:
uncoded_bits= round(rand(1, bit_count))； Function of round is to round to the created numbers, function of rand is to adopt the bit counts between zero to one. In the process of convolutional encoding, the first work we need to do is initialize the defined sequence of
, provide initial values and do model II operation according to code rules. The process of convolutional encoding is illustrated in Fig. 3 :
B. Decoding Algorithm of RA Code
The regular RA code expressed by Tanner figure can use message passing algorithm to achieve decoding. This algorithm is known as Belief propagation (BP) or BP decoding algorithm.
In addition, decoding algorithms similar to Turbo code can be considered to be used for decoding. First is to decode the accumulator and repeated codes, and then use (5) Repeat step (2), (3), and (4) for K times. (6) Sum for each node information.
, then decode the current node into 0, otherwise 1.
The above algorithms can be operated on computer, and in order to reduce the distribution volume, the first step (4) can be considered to change multiplication into addition by taking logarithms from both sides. [1] III. RA SIMULATION RESEARCH AWGN channel is a very important channel in digital communication [2] . In order to study the performance of RA, we did simulations for different length of code under the channel of AWGN. RA code length is respectively 100, 500, 200, using BPSK modulation and BP decoding. The other simulation parameters are the same. Number of replication q＝3; code rate R＝1/2; iteration is 5. [3] Fig . 6 is the performance graph when RA is in different situations of code length. It shows that when the error rate is BER=10-4 , the Signal to Noise Ratio RA needs is about 1.86dB when the code length is 100. [4] So the performance will be better when the code length is 2000. This shows the error rate reduces when information code length increases, and the performance will be improved.
Performance graph of RA in different code lengths Signal to Noise Ratio is the same, the error rate decreases and the performance will be improved if the iterations of 2, 5 and 10 grow. In consideration of it that increasing the iterations will make more decoding complexity, we should consider both while choosing iterations. As for an encoder, which the code rate is q 1 , the length of information bit is N and code length is qN , we can see that the main operation of module 2 is add operation from its structure. And the RA of its length of qN should do qN times of add operations, the complexity and information length are in direct proportion [5, 6] The information BP iteration decoding algorithm makes can be transmitted on the edge of Tanner. So we can express the complexity according to chart Tanner. If it is sparse, the transmission amount is small. When iteration is fixed, the times of information transmission on the edge can be fixed too. As for RA, whose code length is qN , the times of information transmission will be 1 3 − qN . When code rate is fixed, the complexity of decoding algorithm and information length are in direct proportion. [7] V. THE SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE PERFORMANCE BETWEEN RA AND LDPC
A. LDPC theoretical analysis
Low-density parity-check is short for LDPC. It is a major type of linear block code which can be defined by sparse check-up matrix. LDPC also has the performance as Turbo does to approach Shannon. Compared to Turbo, LDPC has higher flexible characteristics and lower error flat characteristics [8, 9] . It is simple to describe, and easier to decode than Turbo, its achievable parallel operation is helpful to realize hardware work. It also has a bigger throughput, and a big potential to do high speed coding.
LDPC is a linear block code, which has a sparse checkup matrix. That's to say, for the ] , [ K N LDPC of GF (2), it can use a step of N M × to describe within H. Most of the elements in the check matrix are zeros, a small part has ones, and each row stands for a check bit, each line stands for a code element. As for m check bits, all involved code element sets is ) (m N ; but as for n code elements, all involved check bits is ) (n M , and the check matrix: (10) Compared to the general check matrix, the check matrix of LDPC has a bog ; it has very few non-zero elements. Because of such low density, it helps us design a low complexity of decoding algorithm. [10] Suppose that there is a LDPC check matrix in full rank, the check digit number of code is
, and the code rate is
.As we know, generally speaking, A linear group codes of decoding complexity and code length is in positive exponential relation. [11] The encoding system is hard to continue when the code length grows to a certain extent. But to LDPC, its sparse check matrix makes the complexity of decoding and code length in positive exponential relation. It can help deal with the problem when facing the complexity of too large code length.
The frequent method of decoding algorithm to LDPC is called message passing algorithm. It is based on the iteration decoding algorithm of Tanner. The messages in the iterative process are delivered on the edge between Tanner's variable nodes and checking nodes, and Tanner's existing edges and code length have linear relation, that's why the complexity increases as the [12, 13] . There are also some disadvantages, its decoder performance is restricted by the loop length of Tanner. In an ideal condition, Tanner is a tree structure without circulation, and the performance is the best. Only if we avoid the too short circulation, the suboptimal decoder will also reach the goal to Shannon.
The basic idea of Message Delivering Algorithm: at the initial time, variable nodes receive channel messages from the encoding channel, and decoder starts iterative decoding work. In the iterative process, viable nodes transmit reliable messages to their adjacent checking nodes. These messages are channel information, the checking nodes will handle the information received and go back to spread the information to their surrounding viable nodes, this is the first time to finish the task of iterative decoding. The second time: all the viable nodes will handle the received information, figure out the reliable information and send to their surrounding checking nodes [14] .Similarly, after receiving the information and figure out new information, then send it to the relevant viable nodes, this is the second time to finish the task. Soon afterwards, it will be the third time to continue over and over again. Finally, the decoder stops after several times doing iterative decoding, the coding result is out.
B. LDPC simulation analysis
Under a circumstance that the code length is 200, code rate is 2 1 and iterations are 5, we make the simulation research to LDPC under the channel of AWGN. We set a group of Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), and get the relevant noise power and figure out AWGN channel parameters and finally to set code length and iterations. After encoding and BPSK modulation, it sends code sequences to the channel through demodulation to output the sequences. To count out the wrong code elements and figure out total elements and figure out the error rate in the corresponding situation of Signal to Noise Ratio, and finally make a Signal to Noise Ratio & wrong code elements chart. The LDPC process as illustrated in the Fig. 8 .
We get the impact of iterations to LDPC performance by experiments. As illustrated in Fig. 9 , it's the impact of iterations to bit error probability. We can see it that when Signal to Noise Ratio is 3dB, 20 times of iterations make an error probability of 10 − probability of error. We can conclude it that bit error rate reduces as iteration grows. In consideration of it that iteration growth will make the complexity of coding serious, we should split the difference to choose iterations in practical applications, and give consideration to the performance and complexity. 
C. The comparison of simulation and analysis between LDPC and RA
Under this circumstance that the code length is 500, code rate is 2 1 , and iterations are five, we respectively make emulations to LDPC and RA under the channel of AWGN [15] . Fig. 10 is the performance graph of RA and LDPC. As illustrated, when error rate is BER= 4 
10
− , the Signal to Noise Ratio RA needs is about 1.05dB. When the error rate is BER= 
VI. THE SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE BETWEEN RA AND TURBO
A. Turbo theoretical analysis
Turbo Code is also called Parallel Concatenated Convolutional Code. It artfully connects convolutional code and random interleaver together. While using the ideas of random coding, we can use short codes to construct long codes with the help of interleaver, and take soft -output iterative decoding to approach maximum likelihood decoding.
Turbo encoder mainly consists of two recursive Convolutional encoders, a interleaver and a removed multiplexing unit. [16] The basic structures of encoder are as follows: Interleaver is used for breaking up the marshaling sequence of information orders so as to get rearranged information orders. As a whole, removed unit and multiplexer unit improved the code rate of Turbo Code, which is done to get different bit -rate coding of characters, and these characters will be sent to decoder through channel.
The coding of Turbo takes the methods of soft input and soft output to improve the performance greatly. MAP was modified based on the BCJR algorithm, and later, it formed the Log-MAP algorithm and Max-Log-MAP algorithm. This design mainly takes the Log-MAP algorithm. Log-MAP is to convert the variable quantity of MAP algorithm to log -domain. It uses the method of logarithmic monotone increasing to simplify multiplication operations to add operations. [17] To input information sequence ) . , , ( , n refers to noise. In order to make error probability the lowest, decoder should figure out the posterior probability value of each code element according to the rule of maximum posterior probability,
and compare whether the output is 0 or 1. Actually, it can be done through figuring out the accepted symbol of loglikelihood ratio:
Coding output:
can be rewritten as: 
B. Simulation analysis of Turbo
Under this circumstance that the code length is 500, code rate is 2 1 , and iterations are 5, we make MATLAB simulation research to Turbo under the channel of AWGN.
To set a group of Signal-to-noise ratio, get relevant noise power, and figure out the parameters of AWGN channel, code length, frame numbers and iterations should be set set. Through experiments, we can make the impact of iterations to Turbo Code. As illustrated in Fig. 13 , it is the impact of Turbo to bit error rate BER. From the chart we know that when error rate is 3dB, iterations are five and Signal to Noise Ratio is 2.647dB, while Signal to Noise Ratio is about 3dB, which could prove bit error rate decrease as iterations increase, but in consideration of it that the iterations increasing, it will cause the complexity of coding increasing, we ought to split the difference in the process of practical application to choose iterations, so as to give consideration to the performance and complexity. 
C. The simulation analysis between Turbo and RA
Under this circumstance that the code length is 500, code rate is 2 1 , and iterations are 5, we use BPSK modulation to do AWGN channel simulation for Turbo and RA respectively. when the Signal to Noise Ratio of Turbo is 1.5dB, it shows that RA performance is in the best condition, and its system performance is nearer to Shannon. We can easily know that when simulation parameters are in the same conditions, the error rate of RA is lower and system performance is better. In the year of 2000, the research results by Chung: to those rules of non -binary LDPC, whose code length is 7 10 , and code rate is 2 1 to pass through AWGN channel, it is just 0.01dB difference to Shannon. In 2001, the difference is only 0.0045 dB. But the performance of Turbo is obviously higher than LDPC in the simulation chart. We finally get the conclusion: the performance of LDPC is weaker than Turbo when it is in the condition of short code length.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Through the simulation analysis of the performance among RA, Turbo and LDPC, we can reach a conclusion that the complexity to decoding algorithm of RA is lower, which has a better performance. The reason why RA has a superior performance is that [18, 19] :
(1) It has a random interleaver. Although the repetition codes and accumulated codes are remained, it has the repeated and accumulated codes, whose volume reaches near Shannon, when it is in the condition with maximum likelihood decoding.
(2) When it is in a condition with simple codes, it has a superior performance of cyclic decoding. It is mainly because that the Tanner of RA Code has a sparse structure. The method of BP coding is the best to estimate to the maximum likelihood decoding algorithm.
RA has the realizability of linear time encoding and decoding. Encoding can use the chart of Tanner to express, and decoding is the easy algorithm of BP Conclusion: Both iteration and code length can make impact to system performance, code length will increase as the number of iteration grows, and the system performance will be better, while the complexity of algorithm will be higher. So we ought to choose appropriate code length and iterations. The above research results indicate that RA code has a high value in practical applications. 
